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Press Release
remote control productions and dreamfab publish their iOS-Hits »Happy Hills« and »Demolition
Dash« in cooperation with The9 in mainland China

rcp brings german mobile games with
The9 to China
Munich/Regensburg, 24.07.2012 – German mobile games are now playable in China! remote control
productions and Regensburg based publisher dreamfab today announced a cooperation with Chinese
online and mobile publisher The9. The initial scope of the agreement includes the publication of the two
Games »Happy Hills« and »Demolition Dash« for Android systems in mainland China.
»Happy Hills«, developed by Chimera Entertainment and released by dreamfab in 2011 for iOS systems
and also available for Mac, Amazon Kindle and Android systems, is a physics-based puzzle game with
»hillarious« and explosive arcade fun for everyone. Players have to eliminate nasty blocks from the Happy
Hills' heads with a limited number of bombs. »Happy Hills« was nominated for the »German Computer
Games Award 2012« in the category »Best Mobile Game«.
»Demolition Dash« is an action packed platformer released on iOS systems, Mac, Amazon Kindle and
Android systems, developed by Chimera Entertainment. A playful and speedy monster called Zilla is on a
destructive world tour, visiting such famous cities such as New York, Moscow and Tokyo. »Demolition
Dash« won the »Best Handheld Game« Award at the »German Developers Award 2011«.
Chris Shen, VP of The9 & GM of the Mobile Business Unit: »We are very pleased to cooperate with rcp and
Dreamfab to bring two such great games to the Chinese market. With The9s abundant experience and
resources in the mobile gaming industry, we believe this partnership will surely lead both sides to a winwin situation in the near future.«
Andreas Mihalovits, CEO of dreamfab GmbH & Co. KG: »We are delighted to partner with rcp and The9,
which will enable us to elevate the presence and success of our mobile games in China to a new level! «
Hendrik Lesser, CEO of remote control productions GmbH: »rcp partners with a competent and efficient
partner for the Chinese market – The9. I’m sure this partnership will lead the mobile games of dreamfab
and Chimera Entertainment in this growing market to success. I look forward to a beneficial and long-term
cooperation with The9!«
_______________________________
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About remote control productions GmbH
remote control productions GmbH is an independent, internationally active production house, with an emphasis on
mediation, development and production of entertainment software. With its extensive experience and far-reaching
contacts, remote control productions acts as an important interface between developers, publishers, distributors and
investors. Along with the services in the central areas of expertise such as business development, producing, sales,
creative services and research, remote control is increasing its focus on developing, planning and designing its own
projects. Among those projects are creations of new IPs, as well as company founding and the support of start-up
teams where remote control provides not just strategic advice, but carries out operational tasks in order to ensure
success. The production house was founded in 2005. Partners and customers of rcp are ProSiebenSat.1 Digital,
Bigpoint, Ubisoft, Ravensburger Digital, BummFilm, dtp Entertainment, Take2 (selection).
For more information about rcp, please visit http://www.r-control.de
Or join us on facebook: http://www.facebook.com/remote.control.productions
About The9 Limited
The9 Limited is an online game developer and operator. The9 developed and operates, directly or through its
affiliates, its proprietary online games and web and social games including Shen Xian Zhuan, Re Xue Wu Shuang,
Winning Basketball, Winning Goal and Q Jiang San Guo, in mainland China. It has also obtained exclusive licenses to
operate other games in mainland China, including Planetside 2. In addition, The9 is developing various proprietary
games, including FireFall and other online games and web and social games. In 2010, The9 established its Mobile
Internet Unit to focus on mobile internet business.
For more information about The9, please visit: http://www.the9.com/en/
About dreamfab GmbH & Co KG:
dreamfab is a premium mobile game publisher and producer located in Regensburg, Germany. Founded in 2010,
dreamfab focuses on creating quality casual games that appeal to gamers. Amongst dreamfab’s recent releases are
the award-winning Demolition Dash, the popular physics-based puzzle platformer, Saving Yello, Happy Hills and The
Lost Shapes, amongst others.
For more information about dreamfab, please visit: http://www.dreamfab.com/

